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Fashion 2017 what a waste!

First off everyone must watch the movie “True Cost” before you go

spend money on fashion. I have a troll who abused me on line for my

shopping choices. But they do not seem to realize I have a conscious

that works. I don’t want to buy clothes made by child labor or that

wastes resources or makes people sick. Recycle clothes. Buy second

hand. Stop the fashion waste madness.

Granted I am not perfect but none of us are. When I buy vintage or

second hand I may be buying clothes from bad factories. I am trying

now to avoid synthetics. If I buy clothes I want natural fibers not

plastics.

Some of the trends this fall kind of make me wonder if 45 is having too

much of an impact. Just scroll threw “Elle” fashion for fall 2017.

http://www.elle.com/fashion/trend-reports/g29441/fall-2017-

fashion-trends/

I am not one to follow trends. I like what I like. For example unless I get

cast in a show set in the Victorian era I’m not wearing a Victorian collar.

And come on Fur! Yuk. I don’t want to wear a dead animal. Big belts

make me feel restrained. Cowboys just scream misogyny to me. Retro

hats can be cool, but again no fur. And broad shoulders. I really hate

football. Nylon NO. Plastic synthetic not good. Fishnets I’m not slutty.

The Russian doll vibe too 45.

The Deconstructed classic look is interesting. The right piece I might

like. They also seem to be items you could make at home.
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Trends I’m cool with. I look good in power red. I am a spring. Some

plaid I like. I could tell they were in by the store fronts in Los Feliz.

Though to the Hipster crowd here, plaid always seems a trend. Leisure

suits I have no opinion other than if velvet and purple I might like it.

Couch florals may be OK if simplistic and tastefully done. A nice floral

top or long skirt. (Yes I know mid length is in but I defy what is in.) I’m

sticking with lace, buttons are a pain. I like Chocolate brown.

Velvet Formals! If you have not figured out I love velvet & I already have

a half dozen velvet dresses to chose from. I know what I can wear if I do

go out. That is a trend I can really appreciate. For me Velvet is always

in. Check to make sure they are cotton. Some Velvet is made with silk.

I’m vegan. Silk is not vegan.

There really is no reason to spend 1000s on clothes. I think it is a waste

especially if the clothes are hurting people or the planet. Low impact

people. Low impact.
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